
 

 

May 24, 2017 
 
Mr. Yves Côté, Q.C., Commissioner of Canada Elections 
Office of the Commissioner of Canada Elections 
30 Victoria Street 
Gatineau, Quebec K1A 0M6 
 

Mr. Côté, 

RE:  Leadnow Society 
 

As a member of the public, I am writing to provide information and to share my concerns 
and opinions about Leadnow, a Vancouver-based non-profit society, and affiliated 
organizations that were active in the 2011 and 2015 federal elections, and by-elections. 

Since the issue of foreign-funded third parties is a matter of public interest and has been     
in the news this week, I will post this letter and the attachments at my blog, Fair Questions. 

In its report, “Defeating Harper,” Leadnow claims credit for defeating 24 Conservative 
incumbents.1  If those Conservatives hadn’t been defeated, the Liberal Party of Canada 
would still have won the election but it would not necessarily have a majority government.  
As such, Leadnow’s involvement in the 2015 federal election is no small matter.  
 
In some ridings where Leadnow employed full-time staff for months or years, the  
election outcomes were very close. In the Winnipeg riding of Elmswood-Transcona,  
for example, the candidate backed by Leadnow won by only 61 votes.2 
 
I am concerned about Leadnow’s use of U.S. funds and in-kind support from outside 
Canada in both the 2011 and 2015 federal elections.  In 2015, Leadnow registered as a 
third party whereas in 2011, Leadnow did not. 
 

On the basis of the attached information, it appears to me that Leadnow may have 
used U.S. funds and in-kind support from these U.S. organizations and possibly others: 
 

o Engaging Networks, based in Washington, D.C.3,4 

o The Tides Foundation, based in San Francisco (“Tides”) 

o The Online Progressive Engagement Network (“OPEN”), part of the      
Citizen Engagement Laboratory, based in Oakland, California 

 

The On-line Progressive Engagement Network (“OPEN”) 
 
OPEN is a U.S.-based, fiscally sponsored project of the Citizen Engagement Laboratory  
with headquarters in Oakland, California. By its own admission, OPEN helps its member 
groups to swing federal elections in their countries.5  
 
OPEN calls itself “the people behind the people” and says that it intentionally keeps a  
“very low profile” because of the sensitive political implications of its international work.6   
In fact, OPEN has kept such a low profile that for years, OPEN’s website had no more  
than a one-sentence description of itself.7,8  
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OPEN says that it provides its member organizations with “special access to best-in-class 
external resources ranging from video production to management coaching.”9 OPEN 
also says that its “staff of seasoned campaign veterans provide expert training and 
strategic support where appropriate.” OPEN’s members “connect virtually through 
thousands of messages every month,” and “live web seminars.” OPEN’s member groups 
“gather physically at regular global and regional summits and through international staff 
exchanges.”  
 
In June of 2016, at least one Leadnow employee went to Australia and was 
“participating and troubleshooting,” in Australia’s federal election.10 OPEN’s executive 
director, Mr. Ben Brandzel described this as “a perfect case study” of how OPEN works.”11  
Mr. Brandzel has been asked by e-mail whether OPEN inserted itself into Canada’s 2015 
federal election as it did in Australia in 2016. Mr. Brandzel did not reply. However, in 
OPEN’s annual report for 2015, Mr. Brandzel wrote: 
 

“We ended the year with campaigns that elicited heartfelt outpourings of welcoming 
solidarity with refugees and a Canadian campaign that moved the needle during the   
national election, contributing greatly to the ousting of the conservative Harper government.” 

 

Leadnow and OPEN 
 

In 2011, Mr.  Ben Brandzel was the Director of “Strategic Incubation Program” for the 
Citizen Engagement Laboratory.12 While employed in that position, Mr. Brandzel, came to 
Canada and helped set up Leadnow.13,14,15   
 

Since 2013, perhaps earlier, Leadnow has attended international meetings with 
OPEN and some of its U.S. funders: 

o In 2013, Leadnow staff attended a strategy planning retreat with OPEN, the 
Rockefeller Brothers Fund, and other U.S. funders, in New York (photo attached). 

 
o In 2015, Leadnow attended an OPEN meeting in Cambridge, England. (photo in 

the attached documents). 
 

o In January of 2016, Leadnow staff travelled to an OPEN meeting in Australia. 
According to an e-mail newsletter distributed by OPEN, at the Australia meeting 
Leadnow was given an award for helping to defeat the Harper government 
(photo attached). 

 
OPEN has advertised to hire staff that could assist Leadnow with the production of ads for 
the 2015 election.16,17  OPEN has also advertised to hire staff that could be based in 
Vancouver.18  
 
To the best of my knowledge, Leadnow has never publicly mentioned its involvement with 
OPEN, not even in a tweet. Why the secrecy if there is nothing to hide? 
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Leadnow’s U.S. Funding and In-Kind Support 
 
Over the years, Leadnow has consistently portrayed itself as a youth-led, thoroughly 
Canadian group with a modest budget.  And yet, from the beginning, Leadnow had  
seed capital, a sophisticated business plan with a $16 million dollar budget, a ten-year 
horizon, highly experienced political advisors, and a clear goal of toppling the Harper 
government.19,20,21,22  By my count, at least 17 companies and consultants have provided 
services to Leadnow, ranging from the design of its brand to the production of websites, 
videos, polling and the editing of reports (see the attached). This suggests to me that 
Leadnow has, in fact, had significant resources since its early days.  
 
Mr. Jamie Biggar has told me by telephone that Leadnow had a significant 
donor when Leadnow began and that this donor wishes to remain anonymous.  
During a lengthly exchange of e-mails in 2015 and 2016, I urged Mr. Biggar to get 
Leadnow to disclose its anonymous donor. He declined. 

The only significant funding source for Leadnow that I have been able to identify is         
The Tides Foundation (“Tides”), based in San Francisco. Tides has funded Leadnow both 
directly and indirectly through The Sisu Institute (“Sisu”), a non-profit society based in 
Sointula, B.C. According to my analysis of unaudited financial statements provided  
by Sisu, it had total revenue of $4.6 million (2011–2015) of which 99.7% is from foundations 
and exchange gain. For 2015, Sisu reported $150,784 in exchange gain on revenue of  
$1.7 million, suggesting that Sisu is heavily U.S.-funded.  
 
Neither Leadnow nor Sisu have answered my inquiries about how much funding Leadnow 
has received from Sisu.  As such, I am concerned that Leadnow and the Sisu Institute may 
have set up an arrangement to skirt the rules that prohibit the use of funds from outside 
Canada by “canadianizing” U.S. funds through Sisu. 
 
Tides is also behind Stratcom, a private company that developed Leadnow’s donor base.23,24  
Tides has also funded several companies that have serviced Leadnow.  
 
Leadnow acknowledges that it receives U.S. funds for some of its activities and has 
said on Twitter that in election-related activities, Leadnow uses only Canadian funds. 
However, it is hard to see how Leadnow can separate its U.S-funded campaigning 
from its other activities, especially since the goal of defeating the Harper government 
has been at the heart of most of Leadnow’s work.25,26  Furthermore, Leadnow 
established a separate non-profit called the Leadnow Voters Initiative Society but this 
society was dissolved by Leadnow on September 15, 2015 - right smack in the middle 
of the 2015 federal election campaign.27 
 
One thing is clear: As far back as the spring of 2010, Leadnow was aware of federal 
law regarding third party advertising. “Stringent election financing laws restricts the 
ability of third parties to influence elections through advertising, so we will develop  
raw political power by facilitating the development of an organized, enthusiastic 
community of volunteers, fundraisers and voters,” said Leadnow’s website in 2010.28   
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The Motivation of U.S. Funders To Alter The Course of Canada’s Elections 
 

 
For more than a decade, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund and other U.S. funders have been 
financing a sophisticated effort to “land-lock” crude oil produced from the oil sands.   
This effort is referred to by its U.S. funders as “The Tar Sands Campaign.” On the basis of  
my extensive analysis, it appears to me that defeating the Conservative Party in Canada’s 
2015 federal election was a central component of The Tar Sands Campaign. By funding 
activism against pipelines to tidewater, and by supporting politicians that stall pipeline 
approvals, the Tar Sands Campaign delays their construction – perhaps indefinitely - and 
thereby continues the U.S. monopoly on access to crude oil from western Canada. 
Indeed, Michael Marx, the individual who has directed the Tar Sands Campaign since it 
began, admits at his web-site that “land-locking” oil sands crude within North America is 
the strategy of The Tar Sands Campaign. Mr. Marx writes: 
 

“From the very beginning, the campaign strategy was to land-lock the tar sands so their crude 
could not reach the international market where it could fetch a high price per barrel.” 29 

 

Mr. Marx also states at his web-site, “It (The Tar Sands Campaign), also played a 
role in helping to unseat the Conservative Party in Alberta and nationally.”30  

By my analysis of U.S. tax returns and other documents, more than a hundred 
organizations have been involved in the Tar Sands Campaign in Canada, the U.S. and in 
Europe. This campaign has been funded and supported via the Tides Foundation and 
CorpEthics in San Francisco, the New Venture Fund based in Washington, D.C., and 
NetChange, based on Saltspring Island, in B.C. 

 
Totalling US$30 million since 2009, The Tides Foundation alone has made more than 
400 payments to organizations involved in The Tar Sands Campaign, tax returns show. 
Without the tens of millions of U.S. dollars that have been paid via Tides and the  
New Venture Fund, there simply would not be the well-organized, well-orchestrated 
opposition and legal action against pipelines, nor the well-funded, get-the-vote-out 
machinery that now operates in municipal, provincial and federal elections. 
 
It is important to note that between 2012 and 2015, the Sisu Institute was the top-funded, 
Canadian organization involved in the Tar Sands Campaign and has been paid more 
than US$1 million via Tides, tax returns show (attached).1 Evidently, something about  
Sisu’s work is very important to Tides and its funders. 
 
In June of 2016, the senior advisor to The Tar Sands Campaign, Jason Mogus, 
acknowledged that The Tar Sands Campaign had “supported a movement wide effort  
to defeat Stephen Harper as Prime Minister in 2015.”31 The main drivers of this effort appear 
to me to have been Leadnow and the Dogwood Initiative, based in Victoria, B.C.   
Mr. Mogus also co-ordinated Leadnow’s election activities in 2011.32  To what extent he 
was involved with Leadnow’s 2015 election campaign, Vote Together, is not clear to me.  
                                                 
1 Leadnow's financial statements show that it had total revenues of roughly $1 million in each of 
2013 and 2014. That included $465,000 (22 percent) in grants from unspecified sources. 	
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Mr. Mogus did not reply to my calls nor e-mails. 

Other Tides-Affiliated Anti-Pipeline Groups in the 2015 Federal Election 
 
Leadnow is not the only Tides-affiliated group that was active in the 2015 federal 
election. In fact, by my analysis at least ten more registered third parties also received 
U.S. funds via Tides: The Council of Canadians, Greenpeace, Dogwood Initiative, 
Equiterre, OpenMedia, Westcoast Environmental Law, Ecology Ottawa, SumOfUs, 
Leadnow and 350.org (the parent organization of Toronto350.org).2  These groups 
reported combined, total advertising expenditures of CAN$544,133 in the 2015 
election. To put that figure into perspective, consider that the United Steelworkers,   
the top advertiser of more than 100 registered third parties, spent only CAN$431,000.33  
That's fully $110,000 less than the organizations that received funding from Tides. 

Regarding the funds provided by Tides to third parties who registered in the federal 
election, please note that the purpose(s) for which the funds were intended and 
used are not entirely clear to me. These funds may or may not have been used for     
election-related purposes. 
 

Investigation Required 
 

To be sure, there is nothing wrong with Leadnow being part of an international 
network of progressive organizations. That’s fair. However, given Leadnow’s influence 
in Canada’s 2015 federal election, its intensive campaign for electoral reform, and 
Leadnow’s campaign against major energy projects, Leadnow’s funding and             
U.S. connections need to be out in the open.  

Since before the 2015 federal election, I have contacted Leadnow many times, both 
by telephone and by e-mail.  Both of Leadnow’s co-founders, Adam Shedletsky and 
Jamie Biggar, have spoken with me via telephone and both have refused to answer 
straightforward questions about Leadnow’s U.S. funding and involvement with OPEN. 
 

In consideration of the unambiguous admissions on multiple occasions by              
Mr. Brandzel, Mr. Marx and Mr. Mogus about the influence of the U.S.-funded         
Tar Sands Campaign in the 2015 election and the U.S. funding of Leadnow and 
The Sisu Society via Tides, I believe that Elections Canada must look thoroughly at 
whether Leadnow’s election activities as well as its campaign for electoral 
reform (“Vote Better”), are part and parcel of a U.S.-funded effort to block the 
overseas export of Canadian oil by defeating the Conservative Party of Canada 
and preventing its future re-election. This is an important question not only for our 
economy but also for the sovereignty of our country. 

Because Leadnow refuses to answer legitimate questions and has consistently given a 
deceptive impression of itself, and because of the tax shenanigans in which The Tides 
Foundation and Tides Canada Foundation have been involved, it is clear to me that, 
sadly, these organizations cannot be taken at their word.  As such, it seems to me that 
the proper thing for Elections Canada to do is to conduct a thorough investigation 

                                                 
2 Since 2010, these groups received at least US$2.4 million from Tides (plus whatever they may have 
received in 2015). None of those funds were specifically earmarked for election-related activities.	
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into the funding of Leadnow’s activities in relation to both the 2011 and 2015 federal 
elections. 
Given the involvement of Tides as a major funder of both Leadnow and the     
Sisu Institute, it bears mention that The Tides Foundation and Tides Canada 
Foundation appear to me to have been involved in an elaborate tax fraud scam 
whereby receipts for tax deductions for millions of dollars have been issued for 
charitable activity in Canada that was never conducted. On November 1, 2016, 
I testified about one case of this, involving a tour company, Collette Travel, 
based in Pawtucket Rhode Island.34  In my opinion, this material is germane to 
the work of Elections Canada because it calls into question the trustworthiness of 
The Tides Foundation and Tides Canada Foundation, and is therefore relevant to 
your decisions as to how to carry out your investigation. 

In closing, I wish you the very best in your important work. I am available to  
provide additional information as need be. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Vivian Krause 
@FairQuestions 

 

c.c. Adam Shedletzky, Co-founder of Leadnow 
 Lyndsay Poaps, Executive Director, Leadnow 
 Jamie Biggar, Co-founder and former Campaigns Director, Leadnow 
 Ben Brandzel, Executive Director, OPEN 
 Ross McMillan, CEO, Tides Canada Foundation 
 Kriss Deiglmeier, CEO, Tides Foundation 
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Attachments (207 pages) 
 

1. Fair Questions About Who Is Behind Leadnow – And Why? (20 pages) 

2. Notes on Leadnow & OPEN (40 pages) 

3. Notes on Leadnow’s Funding (33 pages) 

4. Notes on Leadnow, The Tides Foundation & The Sisu Institute (20 pages) 

5. Notes on Companies & Consultants That Have Provided Services to Leadnow (30 pages) 

6. Notes on Leadnow;s  Paid Staff  (15 pages) 

7. Notes on Leadnow On-line Surveys (17 pages) 

8. Tides Canada Foundation & Collette Travel, Pawtucket, Rhode Island (32 pages) 

 

Attachments to Follow Under Separate Cover: 

 

9. Notes on Leadnow’s Anti-pipeline Activism 

10. Notes on Leadnow’s Election Activism 

 

Relevant Documents 
 

1. Financial statements for The Sisu Institute since 2011. 

2. Annual Report of the Online Progressive Engagement Network, 2015. 

3. Leadnow. Canadians Building A More Progressive Canada. Strategies and 
Opportunities. 2010, 2011, 2012 & 2013. Dated December 1, 2010. 30 pages. 
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&pid=forums&srcid=MDI0ODgwMTExOTQ4OTY1
NzYwNTYBMTAzNDYwNzcxNTE0Nzg1NTc2ODgBUkI4NkNLcnFiakFKATAuMQEBdjI 

4. Leadnow’s 2016 Transformation Plan. Written by Jamie Biggar. November 7, 2013. 
https://prezi.com/wcfc-wgfpgat/leadnows-2016-transformation-plan/ 

5. Leadnow 2-Year Strategy Gut-Check. Broad Strokes. Written by Jamie Biggar. July 
24, 2013. https://prezi.com/__vrnxid_ebs/leadnow-2-year-strategy-gut-check/ 

6. OPEN Summit Event Handbook. Agape Center. Holmes, New York. January 7-10, 2013. 
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/7345808/OPEN%20Summit/OPENSummitHandbo
ok.pdf 

7. Job Announcement – Director of Development and Storytelling for OPEN. Posted 
May 12, 2012, April 23, 2015, May 23, 2015. 
https://groups.google.com/forum/print/msg/jobsthatareleft/_S3F47E6qHk/SL9ozOUO
ygcJ?ctz=3493321_84_88_104280_84_446940 

8. Job Announcement – Network Architect for OPEN. 
https://twitter.com/Rachel_shares/status/507581613656780800 & http://t.co/3izAz6YDRl 
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Leadnow with OPEN in New York and Australia, 2013 & 2016 

 

 
 
Top: Leadnow staff and others at a planning retreat held in Holmes, New York, 
January 7-10, 2013. http://interactioninstitute.org/open-summit/ 
Bottom: Leadnow staff and others at an OPEN retreat held in Kangaroo Valley, 
Australia, January of 2016. Source of photo: email sent out by OPEN on April 12, 2016.
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The Online Progressive Engagement Network Claims Credit For  
Defeating The Stephen Harper Government  

 
 

 
 

This excerpt is from OPEN’s annual report for 2015.
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The Anti-Pipeline Tar Sands Campaign Claims Credit For  

Defeating The Stephen Harper Government  
 
 

 
 
 
This excerpt shown above is from an online report by Jason Mogus of NetChange 
(formerly Communicopia).3 As part of The Tar Sands Campaign against Alberta oil, 
NetChange is paid to provide ghost-writing and other communications services to 
at least 60 environmental and First Nations groups involved in the Tar Sands 
Campaign.4 
 
Jason Mogus’s company also supports Leadnow and co-ordinated Leadnow’s 
campaign during the 2011 federal election campaign. 5 

 

                                                 
3 http://netchange.co/casestudies/forthetarsands	
4 http://archive.is/I35fH	
5 https://web.archive.org/web/20110501143930/http://votesocial.ca/about	
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The Anti-Pipeline Tar Sands Campaign Aims to “Land-lock” 

Crude Oil Produced from the Canadian Oil Sands and 

Keep Canada From Getting Higher Prices on Overseas Markets 35 
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4 https://www.engagingnetworks.net/sites/default/files/documents/ecf-ignite.pdf	
5https://docs.google.com/document/d/18223G4KuDzKFe_wK7BaWT909stgcdnIMk7PCY9
sxKro/edit?pref=2&pli=1	
6https://docs.google.com/document/d/18223G4KuDzKFe_wK7BaWT909stgcdnIMk7PCY9
sxKro/edit?pref=2&pli=1	
7 https://web.archive.org/web/20160428042943/http://www.the-open.net/	
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9 http://www.the-open.net	
10 Email sent by Ben Brandzel to subscribers to OPEN’s emails, July 21, 2016.	
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YwNTYBMTAzNDYwNzcxNTE0Nzg1NTc2ODgBUkI4NkNLcnFiakFKATAuMQEBdjI	
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NTYBMTAzNDYwNzcxNTE0Nzg1NTc2ODgBUkI4NkNLcnFiakFKATAuMQEBdjI 
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content/uploads/2015/08/03_Stratcom_Leadnow_Case_Study_2015.pdf	
24 http://www.stratcom.ca/wp-
content/uploads/2015/08/03_Stratcom_Leadnow_Case_Study_2015.pdf	
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33 http://www.elections.ca/fin/thi/advert/tp42/TP-0028.pdf	
34 http://www.cpac.ca/en/programs/in-committee-from-the-senate-of-canada/episodes/49508803/	
35 https://corpethics.org/the-tar-sands-campaign/	


